SOME NOTES AND DATA ABOUT
CLIMATE CHANGE

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist organization
called 350.org. They say the “safe level” of greenhouse gas (Carbon Dioxide
aka CO2) is below 350ppm, and we have to stop using fossil fuels like coal,
natural gas, and petroleum to get there.
The question is: do they accurately represent that request?

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist
organization called 350.org
They say in their draft declaration:
…the Paris Climate Accord which agreed to keep warming to well below
2 degrees C over pre-industrial levels; and that a failure to
implement these plans has resulted in an increase in global temperature
that at the current rate will exceed the goal set by this Accord by
2026…
So let’s look at Chico’s temperature.

IS THE TEMPERATURE IN CHICO
TODAY AN “EMERGENCY”?
Let’s look at temperature data.
Chico State University Farm is the
official temperature record, used by
NASA to track climate.

Note that both 2017 and 2018 were
cooler than the all-time annual
average temperature record set in
1934 of 17.14°C (about 62.85°F)
Back then, CO2 levels were below
350 ppm compared to 412ppm
today. How can that be?
Source: https://data.giss.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/gistemp/stdata_show.cgi?id=425000417150&ds=7&dt=1

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist organization
called 350.org
They say in their draft declaration:
The 4th Annual National Climate Assessment (November 23, 2018) warns that
extreme weather and climate-related events in the U.S. are worsening; this report
also predicts increased drought cycles and heat waves in the Western U.S.
with a resulting three-fold increase in intensity and magnitude of wildfires, unless
greenhouse gas emissions are curbed;
So let’s look at Drought in California.

IS DROUGHT IN CALIFORNIA
TODAY AN “EMERGENCY”?
We’ve seen headlines in the last few
years like “permanent drought has
taken hold U.S. Drought Monitor
National Drought Mitigation Center
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
California”.
The U.S. Drought Monitor
National Drought Mitigation Center
University of Nebraska-Lincoln is the
official word on drought n the USA.
As of March 28th, 2019 there was no
drought in California.
How can that be?

Source: https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap/StateDroughtMonitor.aspx?CA

IS DROUGHT IN CALIFORNIA TODAY
AN “EMERGENCY”?
(NO, BUT IT HAS BEEN IN THE PAST)

According to tree-ring studies, (Cook et al. North American drought: Reconstructions,
causes, and consequences) western droughts were far, far, worse in the past, lasting as
long as 200 years. The most intense drought was about 1153 AD according to the data.
Back then, CO2 levels were far below 350ppm. How can that be?

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist organization
called 350.org
They say in their draft declaration:
The 4th Annual National Climate Assessment (November 23, 2018) warns that
extreme weather and climate-related events in the U.S. are worsening;
this report also predicts increased drought cycles and heat waves in the Western
U.S. with a resulting three-fold increase in intensity and magnitude of wildfires,
unless greenhouse gas emissions are curbed;
So let’s look at extreme weather events.

IS SEVERE WEATHER GETTING WORSE,
REACHING “EMERGENCY” LEVELS?
U.S. Tornado activity, according to data
compiled by NOAA’s National Severe
Storm Prediction Center hit an alltime low in 2018 after years of decline.
How can that be?

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2018/12/26/will-be-first-year-with-no-violent-tornadoes-united-states/

IS SEVERE WEATHER GETTING WORSE,
REACHING “EMERGENCY” LEVELS?
Major U.S. Hurricane activity, according
to data compiled by NOAA’s National
Hurricane Center went 4324 days
(11.8 years) without a landfall.
How can that be?

Source: https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/10/hurricane-matthew-ends-major-hurricane-drought/

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist organization
called 350.org
They say in their draft declaration:
The 4th Annual National Climate Assessment (November 23, 2018) warns that
extreme weather and climate-related events in the U.S. are worsening; this report
also predicts increased drought cycles and heat waves in the Western U.S. with a
resulting three-fold increase in intensity and magnitude of wildfires,
unless greenhouse gas emissions are curbed;
So let’s look at Wildfire in California.

ARE WILDFIRES GETTING WORSE,
REACHING “EMERGENCY” LEVELS?
U.S. fire activity, according to data
compiled by the National Interagency
Fire Center was far worse in the past.
In the last 20 years, there hasn’t been
much of a trend in California.
And, a reminder; the Camp Fire in
November 2018 was likely caused by
PG&E maintenance issues, not
drought or climate change.
If climate change is making more
wildfires, how can that be?
Source: https://www.nifc.gov/fireInfo/fireInfo_stats_totalFires.html

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE
A “CLIMATE EMERGENCY”
The people that are asking us to do this are from an activist
organization called 350.org
They say in their draft declaration:
…severe rainfall in February 2017 across northern and central California
resulted in at least 5 deaths and an estimated $1.5 billion in damage,
including to the Oroville Dam spillway, causing a multi-day evacuation of
188,00 residents…
Wait, didn’t they also tell us droughts were getting worse too?

ARE SEVERE RAINFALL EVENTS
GETTING WORSE, REACHING
“EMERGENCY” LEVELS?
The January 2017 Oroville spillway
issue, like PG&E and the Campfire,
was primarily due to a lack of
maintenance.
The January 8-9 2017 rainfall event
was caused by a phenomenon know
as an “Atmospheric River” from the
Pacific Ocean.

Some people call it the “pineapple
express, due to it starting near
Hawaii.
Source: http://blog.ametsoc.org/uncategorized/new-western-storms-scale-todescribe-intensity-potential-impacts-of-atmospheric-rivers/

ARE SEVERE RAINFALL EVENTS GETTING
WORSE, REACHING “EMERGENCY” LEVELS?
NO, WE HAD A FAR WORSE EVENT IN 1862
There was the “Great Flood of
1862″ which was caused by an
“Atmospheric River” that continued
non-stop from late December 1861
to mid-January 1862.
Back then, CO2 levels were well
below 350ppm.
If climate change is making severe
rainfall events worse in California,
how can that be?
Downtown Sacramento following the Great Flood of 1862. The city remained underwater for months,
triggering a massive reconstruction project to raise the downtown area 10 to 15 feet. Photo Courtesy
NWS/NOAA

Source: http://blog.ametsoc.org/uncategorized/new-western-storms-scale-todescribe-intensity-potential-impacts-of-atmospheric-rivers/

WE ARE BEING ASKED TO DECLARE A
“CLIMATE EMERGENCY” – BUT CAN
WE GET THERE?
Let’s assume, giving them the benefit of
the doubt, that 350.org is right, and
that we have only “12 years to keep
warming at a maximum of 1.5C and
avoid catastrophic breakdown”.
Can we get there? Unlikely.
This graph starkly shows what we’d
need to do to reach the 1.5°C target.
The black line is CO₂ emission
increase last 118 years (last year was
highest ever) The blue lines indicate
the emissions necessary to ensure the
widely politically agreed 1.5°C limit.
The future: reduced power, reduced
travel, reduced food consumption,
…reducing practically everything.
By 2050, we’d be back to 1900 levels.
(assuming we survive beyond 12 years)
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